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As members of CMCP’s National English Honor Society, it is our “rai·son d’ê·tre”
to promote the love of written word. Thus, we have created this premiere
issue of CALLIOPE.* As a collaboration with AP Art & Art Honor Society
members, we hope that both word and visuals will provide readers with
moments of thoughtful reflection.
*With a name literally meaning “beautiful-voiced” (from kallos, meaning
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Muses—the nine sister goddesses who in Greek mythology presided over
poetry, song, and the arts and sciences.
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SEASONAL FRUIT...
Late February, and the air’s so balmy snowdrops and crocuses might be fooled into
early blooming. Then, the inevitable blizzard will come,
blighting our harbingers of spring, and the numbed yards will go back
undercover. In Florida, it’s strawberry season—shortcake, waffles, berries and cream
will be penciled on the coffeeshop menus.” -Gail Mazu
February is a month of transitions, as the cold weather and short days
begin to lessen and the signs of spring push forward. It’s a time of change where we
approach the months of rebirth and spring where the cold
weather disappears and the sun shines brightly again. -Isabel Alig

-Mia Lopez
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I woke up in a field of yellow flowers
The moon was a spotlight on me
I should have gotten up
But I lay there unmoving
Staring as the flowers swayed with the wind
They slowly began to look more like people than flowers
As I watched closer, I realized they were little dancers
Twisting and leaping through the air
One strayed away from their dance
It came closer to me, approaching with curiosity
It held out a hand, smiling
I stuck a finger out for it to hold
“You aren’t supposed to be here” it said
‘And why is that?’
I realized that I did not open my mouth, yet I heard my voice respond
It giggled at me
“You really should go home now dear”
It hit me that I was not sure where that was
My confusion must have been evident because it went on
“This place has strange effects on those who are not meant to be here,
if you don’t go now, you may not be able to anymore”
I did not think that sounded all too bad
The breeze was light on my face and somehow the moonlight felt warm
In reflecting, I failed to notice the others beginning a new dance
They formed a circle around me, spinning in unison
In each rotation they gained feverish speed
It was dizzying to watch, yet oddly hypnotic
It felt as if they were singing me a lullaby without having made a sound
“Sweetheart, this is your last chance to leave, will you?”
I felt safe and content here with them
Much more than I think I ever have; not that I could remember much of anything
I looked at it and laughed lazily
It got close to my face and kissed my nose
“Well alright then, I must admit I’m glad you’re staying”
And just like that they all huddled over me
The only thing I could see were fast flashes of vibrant yellow before my eyes closed shut
Then, my entire body felt light
Like I was made of the air itself, flowing wherever the wind wished
When I opened my eyes again, I was face to face with the petite dancers
I looked down at myself and saw that I was identical to the others
I smiled as I began to dance
They joined me in suit
If I had a home, I would not want to return
The breeze, the moon, and us
I think this is all I have ever wanted
In the dark of the night, we moved without a care
And I soon forgot I was not supposed to be there
-Sasha Salazar

Memories
Memories are like dandelions
Floating around
Landing in nostalgia out of the blue
Memories are like cameras
Captures each moment
Cherished within the heart
Memories are like meadows
Gives life meaningful and valuable experiences
Beautiful and free
Treasures in mind forever
-Simmey Sebastian

-Mia Lopez
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INWARD REFLECTIONS...

-Ayja Troupe

As a writer, I have had many more rough drafts than final ones. Every time
I try to write a piece, I always begin by trying to write the perfect draft.
Though my efforts are sincere, my first draft often is unclear and doesn’t
flow. It takes a few drafts to get my writing to sound good. My college essay was a great example of this. I wrote a rough draft and my tutor had me
change the whole topic. I then wrote many drafts of my new topic until I was
satisfied. Even though I felt satisfied, I know that it could have gotten even
better with more drafting. I truly believe that writing is capable of getting
better but I don’t think it is ever perfect like most things in life. I have a hard
time writing timed essays because I feel like writing should not have a time
limit. Therefore, many of my timed essays are not as good as they could be.
However, I do believe they have other benefits. -Divya Chaudhari

Delirious Thoughts
I spend my days daydreaming.
Hours, minutes, seconds, wasted as I abandon the
world I know
And enter a new one where I am in control.
I crave the feeling of productivity
Like factory workers waiting for an assignment.
I don’t understand what the problem is
But I can’t help but wonder if it’s because my mind
is in solitary confinement.
Maybe I don’t want to leave the world I’ve made up.
What if I’m content with the way I live
Watching as time walks around me in circles
With no care to give.
Time waits for no one, certainly not me.
It holds with its hands our reality in an oval shaped
cup.
And when I feel myself drift off into my other world,
I feel the need to ask myself:
When will I wake up? -Betzabe Gil
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The journey of personal discovery has always been a challenge for me. There is this societal pressure for me to
know who I am and what I want to become. This, at times, feels akin to a burden and feeds the anxiety of my “imposter
syndrome.” Through great personal effort, I have acknowledged my fears and spent more time developing my mindfulness
and embracing change. On my journey of personal growth, I have come to realize that helping others is something I
genuinely enjoy.
During a mission trip I served in Haiti with The Foundation of the World, a non-profit organization focused on
serving underprivileged youths through education, I was able to have this revelation about myself. Aiding other people has
become the torch along my journey of self-discovery. This mission trip aimed to provide young Haitian students with training
and access to emerging topics in STEM over two weeks. My excitement was palpable because I am a first-generation
Haitian-American, and I would be collaborating with students within my age group. To my surprise, I was charged with being
a teacher for the “Learning to Code” program. This greatly unsettled me and triggered my “imposter’s syndrome.”
Firstly, I lacked experience in coding & teaching. Secondly, while I understand my parent’s native tongue - Kreyol,
I do not have a native fluency which creates a language barrier. I came to know a young girl named Charitza. She lived in
the slums of Haiti with her brother and parents. She was nervous and insecure about being in the program with students
from different parts of Haiti. In a moment of vulnerability, I shared the personal fears that I came to have: I did not want to
let her and the other students down. We bonded over our shared humanity and love of technology. I noticed courage in her
during the quiet moments of the day that grew into confidence by the end of the program. During our heartfelt exchanges,
I became more inspired. The mission trip leaders entrusted me with a great responsibility to help change the lives of these
students for the better, but these students, Charitza, were changing me. With great pride, Charitza was chosen as the top
student in the class. I spent extra time learning about coding to teach better, and in turn, the students taught me how to
speak Kreyol better. This trip revealed to me the power of empathy and perseverance within myself.
After taking part in this mission trip, I felt a great sense of pride and accomplishment. My experience changed my
life and perspective. I have come to trust my ability to lead others with empathy and overcome obstacles through
collaborative problem-solving. Reflecting on my time with Charitza, I have reached a different level of perseverance that has
manifested in my growth as captain of the basketball team and in achieving the status of the number one student
academically. Technology is the ultimate equalizer in bringing an end to poverty in underdeveloped countries such as Haiti.
It is a discipline that I want to go into because of the impact I have seen it have firsthand. The nanotechnology industry is
pushing major sectors further, such as energy and medicine, which is why I want to pursue it. I hope to leverage this nanotech to reconstitute garbage into manipulative biomass that can be used to mitigate worldwide poverty. As I prepare for the
next chapter of my journey, I hope my actions help light the torches of others behind me. -Marc Liger

-Sydney Lyncooke

-Sydney Lyncooke

It is running that makes me see what I am capable of
The pain within my limits, but the heart and emotion left in my beating heart
For it is to take on the pain but utilize it the pain in my chest
Every breath is a step stronger
The mental blocks that keep me from striving
To restrain me is to make me slow
But I’ll put it in chains and put it to the side
Because all I care about in the moment is for me run faster and faster
The faster I go the faster the song in my head goes
Maybe it’s just my feet creating the rhythmic pattern or it’s really just the song connecting with
my mind and body
Running to me is a way to let things go.
All the negative energy that surrounds me every day just disappears when I’m running
My headspace just resets into a whole new kind
I find myself in ways I would never have known
My sweat is a reminder of my goals and how much I’ve been through to be here
So as I begin my next race
Need me to say to know my pace is to run my race. -Sydney Lyncooke
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Autotrophs in the food chain are organisms that produce their own food using the
resources around them. They are considered the most self-sufficient on the chain. Human beings
have a similar unspoken food chain. Just like fifty percent of children in America, my parents got
divorced. What I don’t think five year old Bella understood is how quickly she would climb up
that food chain in the years to come. In the first grade, the front pouch of my Little Mermaid
bookbag held my hot-pink, sparkly pencil case filled with the famous cotton candy smencils; the
royal blue, Pantech, flip phone I was gifted by my mom to “Call daddy when he is late to pick
you up;” and the crisp, cleanly folded, five hundred dollar child support check that I had to
“make sure got to my mother’s hand safely.” The difference between my nine year old brother
and I at the time, his biggest responsibility was turning in his homework on time, but I naturally
stepped up to the plate to do anything helpful to ease the tension between my parents.
Transporting checks opened the invisible door to what would become my path up the food chain.
I have never stopped to think until recently how different my upbringing was than the rest of my
friends. I became so good at keeping up with my responsibilities, my parents never really needed
to worry about staying on top of me. The metaphorical leash proceeded to loosen when my
brother’s academics became more of a headache and I continued to excel in school. I think my
goal was to figure out how much I could achieve on my own, whether I knew that or not at the
time. At eleven years old, I left my glasses in Boston. Scared to tell my mom, I searched on
google for the hotel’s phone number and asked them to search the room and contact me if they
found anything. About two days later I received an email that they found my glasses and would
ship them to me. It was quite a surprise to my mom when she opened the mailbox to find a
package to my name. What could an eleven year old with no money be ordering? My mom,
feeling a mix of shock and pride, loosened the leash more, without even noticing. The damage
had been done, I was a little girl with big girl responsibilities. Making orthodontist appointments
during my lunch period was a feeling that became familiar. I was fulfilling the duties of a human
autotroph without the experience or age. The efficiency and satisfaction of being independent
was an addicting feeling hard to escape from. By the time I hit seventeen, I had my own car, my
own job, and managed my own school, clubs, and soccer schedule. I was so close to fully
emulsifying the role of autotroph, just waiting to be eighteen. The ugly truth of the human food
chain is the higher you go, the less we feel. At some point in the seventh grade my parents got
back together. I failed to mention that because as I said, the damage had been done. I wanted to
keep proving to myself that I didn’t need my parents’ help and guidance because I figured it out
for so long without their constant attention. My quest for independence created emotional
distance and hardship that could’ve been avoided by just letting those who love me help. While
my strive to be an autotroph fueled me with the confidence I need to achieve my goals, it limited
me from the knowledge and support of those closest to me. Now on my journey to being the best
secondary consumer on the food chain, helping others while accepting help. -Isabella Santana

Growth
When you feel as if all is lost
Look to the trees
who come autumn
Lose all their leaves but remain
Standing tall throughout
Winter’s cold awaiting
The warmth of spring
-Briana van Oordt
It’s not uncommon for people to slowly break down as their environment gets darker,
both physically and mentally. For example, there’s a subset of depression called
Seasonal Affective Disorder, shortened to SAD. The disorder usually appears during the
winter, when the days are shorter and the nights are longer. Although the development
of this type of depression could be due to the cold, it’s most often attributed to the lack
of sunlight. One of the most common treatments for people who suffer from winterbased SAD is phototherapy, in which the sufferer sits near or under light sources that
simulate sunlight. However, physical darkness is not the only thing that can lead to the
breakdown of the psyche. That’s where emotional darkness comes in. Many people
who suffer from prolonged abuse suffer from personality and dissociative disorders.
Their brains slowly warp to protect themselves from the emotionally dark environment,
thus causing long-term damage. It’s also not uncommon for abuse victims to develop
the fear that they will also become an abuser. The fear can even develop into
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, which will cause the sufferer to avoid situations that
might trigger their memories or situations that may make them upset. Overall, many
people who are surrounded by emotional darkness go above and beyond to make sure
they do not become the cause of emotional darkness. Nevertheless, some people slip
through the cracks, so many serial killers have a history of being abused. Whether or
not they didn’t have the strength or didn’t care whether they became monsters, the
issue of abuse leading to lifelong trauma is prevalent. -Olivia Van der Vlugt
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FORWARD REFLECTIONS...
I felt the hot summer sun blaze down on me and the drops of sweat roll down my face as I
taught the girls how to properly field the ball and throw it to first base accurately on the
American Heritage softball field. I was watching the girls one by one to make sure they were
doing the drill correctly and noticed that one of the girls, Valentina, did not quite understand the
concept of the drill. I walked over to Valentina and tried to break down the steps of the drill to
make them simpler with hopes that she would comprehend it better this time. After breaking it
down for her, I realized she still did not fully understand the drill. After noticing that she still did
not understand, I realized I had to change my methods of teaching her and use a different route
that would help her understand the drill better and clearer. Instead of simply telling her what to
do, I broke down the steps and gave her a walkthrough of what the drill was supposed to look
like. Once I showed her what the drill was supposed to look like, she was able to take my words,
actions, and feedback to correctly complete the drill herself. We practiced the drill a few more
times until she and all the other campers finally perfected the skill.
This experience allowed me to see the importance of patience, motivation, empathy, and
flexibility of approaches. While teaching Valentina, I found it within myself to continue to show
her the proper way of completing the drill even if it meant changing my methods of coaching or
spending time on the details that helped her truly comprehend the technique. Not only was I
motivating her to keep trying and improve, but I was also motivating myself to become a better
instructor who is capable of teaching others in new and inspiring ways. I have taken these
characteristics and used them in my real life to better myself, join clubs, participate in activities
that I had never previously done. I joined clubs such as a high school youth group where a
group of high school students comes together to form a sense of community and help others
and also complete many service hours to help better the community and surroundings. I also
became the captain of my high school softball team where I was given the opportunity to lead
and strengthen my team. When leading my softball team, I would think back to Valentina at the
Heritage camp and remember the patience and motivation I used with her and apply these
same characteristics with my school team. These activities and leadership opportunities have
also positively impacted my academics and have allowed me to comprehend what it is that I
want to do in the future.
I plan to use my skills and knowledge to further my education at a four year university and
study rehabilitative physical therapy. The school I choose to attend will allow me to become
competent, compassionate and ethical practitioners in a variety of settings. I believe that one of
the main things a school should do for its students is prepare them for the future. I hope to end
up at a medium to large sized school which allows me to extend myself and show everything I
have to offer academically, athletically, and extracurricularly. Many schools offer courses like
anatomy and neuroscience labs which I plan to take in order to continue on to my intended
course of study and future job, rehabilitative physical therapy. A good school fit would give me
the education and life skills necessary to move onto the next path in my life which will be finding
my career path and starting my future family. -Mia Rodriguez

-Stephanie Macri

-Ayja Troupe
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New Beginnings
Chaminade became my second home
And now the hallways are a place I will not roam
I’m going to have to take it slow
Because it’s going to be hard for me to let go
I’m excited for a fresh start but I’m going to miss all the little parts
My friends, teachers and more are going to see me soar
But it’s breaks my heart that I probably won’t see them anymore
I’ve been here since 10th grade
And everyone wishes we could stay
But we all have to go our own way
I’ll make sure the memories will never fade
Life won’t be the same
Without my friends everything will be plain
That’s an obstacle I have to overcome
But my future has just begun
This is not a goodbye
I know time will fly
This is what needs to be
Chaminade will forever be a second home to me
-Adriana Juan

-Mia Lopez

-Stephanie Macri

What I Will Do Next
As August turns into December,
And December turns into May,
I sit back and remember
As high school fades away.
Graduation day approaches,
And this final chapter will close.
I will face new beginnings
Like a seed blooming into a rose.
With a full life ahead,
And the future so complex,
I have nothing left to wonder
Except what I will do next.
-Britney Simon
Next Steps
When I think of the future
I think of the possible
The endless outcomes
The choices yet to be made.
When I think of the future
I think of expectations
The pressure to succeed
The need to achieve
When I think of the future
I think of disappointment
The sting of failure
The desire to give up
When I think of the future
I think of perseverance
The work ahead
The drive to overcome
When I think of the future
I think of accomplishment
The feeling of pride
The achievement of dreams
-Jack Lohse

-Diane Miranda
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LITERARY REFLECTIONS...
Spider Webs

While some may have fears, and others may have a fascination
I do see myself with the affiliation —
Spider webs.
It weaves its web in my head
How awful with its wispy and stringy web, filling me with dread.
Day by day, I sit and pick it apart,
The monstrous threads stick to my fingers
And though it may linger, I believe I shall flourish
From this envisage that clouds my thoughts.
With time, I built the strength to sweep it away
And knew that there was no trail left to stay.
I applaud myself for this counter play,
Now I can see my future through the doorway
Staring back at me, it waves its hand to say
“Though I did fade away, it is you who made it worth it to never walk away”.
											 -Myra Yarborough
Dear Frankenstein
Even though you flew too close to the sun, I was punished.
As your Adam, I fell after you. Unable to love a father.
I met my maker and had every reason to hate him.
My new life shortened solely to death.
I gain no satisfaction. I die as a wretched monster.
Your womb has greater flames than Hell. I’ll let these flames consume me.
											 -Arianna Ciccone

“Get out of the way!” said the doctor as she pushed me to assess the incoming car crash. “Her
airway is blocked. I can’t intubate,” said the nurse as she looked up to share an angry glare with
me. I was backed up into the corner of the trauma room, scared to breathe the wrong way. My
eyes were fighting to stay open as the blinding lights made me squint and blurred my vision. All I
could focus on was the smell of the metallic tang of sterling silver in the air. “Call the OR, tell
them we’re coming up with an Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm.” I had never heard those words
before, but I knew they didn’t mean something good. They assigned me to his case, which is
why he was the only patient I saw all day. When I entered his room in the ICU, I gasped. He
was plugged into what seemed like thousands of machines, keeping him alive. His body looked
lifeless, just lying there with only one purpose: survive. I named him Kane because it means
“fighter” in Welsh and Japanese. I couldn’t bear calling him “John Doe.” That night, all I could
see when I closed my eyes was Kane’s body, and there was a constant beeping in my ears that
I couldn’t seem to escape. He died the next morning.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines death as: “the permanent end of something that is not
alive: the ruin or destruction of something.” It’s an inevitable point in our life; it’s our only
certainty. I was never a stranger to death; it has been shoved down my throat my entire life,
from school to social media; it was something I couldn’t seem to escape. This dark certainty
turned me into an obsessive planner: a calculating machine. I needed to make sure that
everything I did brought me maximum satisfaction. I took all the AP classes I could think of,
joined dozens of clubs, played a sport, volunteered, and tutored. I filled my days with
distractions, giving me no time to stop and think about the inevitable ending that was waiting for
me. However, Kane’s passing made me realize that I was tired of living under the terror of what
was coming. I started to realize that the beginning and end are not what defines me but rather
what I do in between. “He lived a great life, and now he gets to rest knowing he lived his life to
the fullest,” said Kane’s mother when she came to visit the body. I didn’t want to end up in a
hospital bed, regretting that I had spent my entire life worrying about the end instead of enjoying
life. This was the turning point of my life, where I decided to live with hope instead of fear. I
started to enjoy the clubs I was in instead of using them for practicalities. I explored and
ventured to find new experiences. I had always limited myself to medicine, so much so that I
stopped enjoying science. I rediscovered my passion through branching out and finding other
things that brought me joy, like joining the mock trial team to debate, taking AP statistics to
explore finance, and auditioning for the school musical in a couple of months because I love
singing.
I did not come out of this experience with a better understanding of life, rather of myself.
I hope that as I age, I will not envy immortality but befriend it and say goodbye to it like an old
friend when my time comes. Earlier I had mentioned escaping death: I no longer wish to do so.
Instead, I’ve learned that the most beautiful things are those who have an end, which I am now
forever grateful for. -Violeta Villasana-Henri
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“A drop of ink may make a million think.” (George Gordon, Lord Byron)
What this means is that the smallest amount of words can have a great impact. For example, in
the Declaration of Independence, “life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness” mean a great amount to
people in America. It is the fundamental pillar to American’s rights in society. It means we are given
the right to use our voices, to be free, and to do what makes us truly happy. These few words mean
a lot to people such as the minority groups. Unfortunately, throughout history, groups such as
Latinos, have been persecuted. As a first generation Latin-American, these words mean freedom to
me. I’ve seen firsthand how hopeless one can feel when they don’t have freedom or basic human
rights. It makes a person feel small and inferior. For example, immigrants are being treated unfairly in
the United States and ICE officers are abusing their rights against these immigrants. News
describes ICE facilities as inhumane and they abuse immigrants sexually, physically, emotionally,
and mentally. Even though Latinos in America have been treated poorly, I sometimes forget that
those words apply to me since I’m an American. That I won’t experience such cruel treatment
because of those words. That phrase can protect me and give me more opportunities that,
unfortunately, immigrants don’t have. Even though that doesn’t protect me from being racially
profiled or from brutality from those in power that abuse their power, those words can help me and
protect my freedom. -Andree Galagarza
“Almost all good writing begins with terrible first efforts.
You need to start somewhere.” (Anne Lamott)
This quote accurately summarizes my writing experiences. It is not vital to start with bad writing, however that
is what usually ends up happening. In my experience of
writing my college personal statement, I started off my
writing process with a rough draft. This is an important
step that is typically accomplished quickly. Next I had to
closely examine my work and rewrite it until I was finally
satisfied with the end product. After I finished rewriting,
editing my passage was the final step of my process.
Whenever I went through my editing I ended up changing
my words completely. The more experienced a writer is,
the better at rephrasing they get. That’s what this quote
means in my opinion. It’s about jotting down your initial
thoughts and then slowly going through the process of
refining. People tend to go through multiple rough drafts
in order to figure out what they are trying to accomplish
through their essay/story. And in some cases, the first
thoughts end up working with the flow of your writing.
All that needs to be fixed are the word choices. Starting
somewhere will lead down to a polished finished product
if the writing process steps are done correctly.
							
-Bryanna Paruas

“A drop of ink may make a million think.” (George Gordon, Lord Byron) Poetry relates
to the knowledge either gained, required, or translated. This quote communicates knowledge.
The irony is by addressing the effect poetry can have on someone, the quote has that same
effect. This “effect” is that “ah” factor we’ve discussed in class. Poetry is almost always a
piece of knowledge which at first seems like common sense. However, the way in which it is
presented gives a new perspective. In my opinion poetry awakens you. It forces you to think
and expand your point of view. This is one of the “knowledges” referred to in “Sorrow is
knowledge, those that know the most must mourn the deepest, the tree of knowledge is not
the tree of life.” (George Gordon, Lord Byron). Even this quote, fairly simple, made me expand
how I thought of poetry. I knew poetry could be impactful. I knew literature makes the writer
immortal leaving people to enjoy it after their death. I had never realized just how many people
even over hundreds of years one line, poem, etc. could connect with. Not only does it touch
millions of people, but it has a different meaning to every reader. A quote from Sun Tzu’s Art
of War comes to mind, “Anger may in time change to gladness; vexation may be succeeded
by content. But a kingdom that has once been destroyed can never come again into being;
nor can the dead ever be brought back to life.” This isn’t necessarily revolutionary but it does
put it into a perspective that has a wow factor. Our emotions are constantly changing but the
consequences of our actions while going through those emotions are permanent.
-Isabella Jacir

LASTING IMAGES...

-Amanda Leonard
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-Ari Serrao

-Ashley Garcia

-Ari Serrao

-Giovana Garcia
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-Ashley Garcia

-Amanda Leonard (above)

-Kiana Larrotta (below)
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